Name: ______________________

**Electrical Circuit Quiz Box: Lesson 1**

**Materials**
- Sample Quiz Box
- Print out of the “Circuit Quiz Template”
- Card Stock paper

**Procedure**
1. Your teacher will show you a sample quiz box and demonstrate how it works. You will be building a similar box. What questions do you have about how the quiz box works? Write them below to discuss with your class:

2. Create five questions with answers to be used for your own quiz box. Write your questions and answers below.

3. Show your questions to your teacher for approval before going on to the next step.

4. On a blank copy of the “Circuit Quiz template” write your questions in the left column. Next change the order of the answers and copy them in the right column.

5. You are now ready to type your questions and answers on to the “Circuit Quiz template.”

6. When completed, print your template on cardstock paper.